
PALATINEBEDS has been manufacturer of high quality contract mattresses 
and bases for generations. A tradition of craftsmanship is complemented by the 
introduction of modern, state of the art technology in our 150,000 sq ft factory 
in Newcastle upon Tyne.  

UNIVERSITY
COSTEFFECTIVESOLUTIONS 

EXTENSIVE RANGE OF SPECIALIST 
UNIVERSITY MATTRESSES 

We manufacture a wide range of specialist university mattresses and bases for clients 
across the UK. All our university mattresses and bases are available in every size from 
2’6 to 4’6 and conform to BS7177 Ignition Source 5 for medium contract use.

BELFORD

High-spec, 13’ gauge open coil spring 
unit, full wire edges and side wall supports 
covered with a breathable water resistant, 
antibacterial and anti-static cover. 

LINDISFARNE  

Fully breathable, anti-static and 
antibacterial water resistant mattress 
with generous layers of fillings. 

EMBLETON  

13.5’ gauge open coil spring unit covered 
with a Crosby stripe stitchbond cloth.   

We offer four university base options - legged divan, deep divan, drawer divan and 
the Stirling. Because all PALATINEBEDS’ bases are constructed by hand you can 
choose from one of four covers that best suits your needs:

• PVC - fully water resistant 
• Nautilus blue - fully breathable, anti-static, antibacterial and water resistant 
• Stitchbond - basic contract fabric 
• 100% pure cotton

PALATINEBEDS university mattress range includes:



On our products he said: 

PALATINEBEDS is committed to delivering a flexible and responsive 
service for all of our customers. We are proud of our rich heritage and we 
can guarantee that our mattresses and bases are comfortable, durable 
and competitively priced. 

Since 2011 PALATINEBEDS has been manufacturing university mattresses 
and bases for George Downing Construction (GDC) for their student 
accommodation. GDC is the construction arm of the Downing Organisation and 
specialises in the design and build of student accommodation across the UK.  

DELIVERINGA 
QUALITYSERVICE  

“Excellent quality and competitive pricing is the 
reason why PALATINEBEDS is our chosen mattress 
supplier. The team has a wealth of knowledge covering 
every aspect of mattress construction, which ensures 
that every mattress they produce is of the highest 
standard and meets our customers’ requirements 
perfectly. Throughout the process the team have 
shown willingness to appreciate and understand our 
needs and adapt to our specific requirements.”

Anthony Studholme, GDC 

“PALATINEBEDS supply us with a tailored 
made mattress specially manufactured to meet our 
specifications, the result is a mattress which is 
robust, comfortable, hard wearing and still meets 
our price point.”

Anthony Studholme, GDC 

For further information on how 
PALATINEBEDS can work with your 
organisation please contact 
ANDREWWATERS

Telephone: 07816 842568 

Email: andrew.waters@yhn.org.uk 

Web: www.palatinebeds.co.uk


